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Abstract—Modern development of computing systems caters
the collaboration of human-based resources together with
machine-based resources as active compute units. Those units can
be dynamically provisioned on-demand for solving complex tasks,
such as observed in collaborative applications, crowdsourced
applications, and human task workflows. Such collaborations
involve very diverse compute units, which have different capa-
bilities and reliability. While the reliability analysis for machine-
based compute units has been widely developed, the reliability
analysis for the hybrid human-machine collaborations has not
been extensively studied. In this paper we present models and
a framework for analyzing the reliability of hybrid compute
units (HCU), which represent on-demand collectives of humans
collaboration supported by machines (hardware and software
units) for performing tasks. We present the implementation of
our models and study the reliability of HCUs in a simulated
system for infrastructure maintenance scenarios. Our evaluation
shows that the proposed framework is effective for measuring
the reliability of the collaboration collectives, and beneficial to
obtain insights for improvements.

Keywords—reliability analysis, hybrid human-machine collabo-
ration, human computation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past, we saw mostly machine-based compute units,
i.e., hardware and software, providing computing services
consumed by human. However, recently many approaches
have been developed for intertwining collaborative human-
based and machine-based compute units, e.g., [1], [2], to
solve complex problems that require creativity and intelligence,
where human-created solutions are a must. We use the no-
tion of hybrid compute units (HCUs) [3] as an abstraction
representing the composition of collaborative human-based
and machine-based compute units that applications need to
execute a complex computing task. In today’s Internet-based
computing landscape, such HCUs can be dynamically provi-
sioned on-demand from, e.g., online collaboration platforms
and crowdscourcing marketplaces for human-based units, and
cloud-based services provisioning for machine-based units.

Reliability is one of the important quality measures of a
system. In a traditional machine-only computation, reliability
is typically defined as the ability of a system to function cor-
rectly over a specified period of time, mostly under predefined
conditions [4]. However, in the context where human-based
units are involved, the reliability property is used with different
quantifications and interpretations, e.g., the reliability property
can be interpreted as (i) the probability of human errors so that
such errors can be mitigated to obtain a high level of safety
environment [5], [6], e.g., in healthcare, and transportation
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sector, (ii) the ratio of successful task executions in a workflow
or a business process, e.g., [7], [8], or (iii) the quality of results
or contents, e.g., [9], [10], [11].

A set of tools for modeling and analyzing the reliability of
HCUs is useful, e.g., (i) for application designers to design,
evaluate, and improve collaboration components for executing
tasks, (ii) for resource platform providers to deliver more
reliable machine-based and human-based compute units such
as by providing a reliability-aware discovery and composition
service, and (iii) for task owners to tune the task specification
to achieve the required reliability.

However, analyzing the reliability of HCUs introduces
many challenges. The diversity of the compute units and
their individual reliability models brings forth different failure
characteristics that must be taken into account when measuring
the reliability. The complexity of the collaboration’s structures
and the large scale of the involved units also contribute to the
complexity of the reliability analysis.

Our work presented in this paper tackles the above-
mentioned challenges. Our goal is to provide a toolset that
can be utilized for analyzing the reliability of HCUs. We adopt
models to measure the reliability of individual machine-based
and human-based units and introduce a model that can be used
for describing the complex structure of collaborations, i.e., a
collective dependency model. Furthermore, to deal with the
large scale of the collaboration landscape, we introduce the
notion of virtual standby units that abstracts the group of units
available from the pool of computing resources. These models
are then utilized to perform the reliability analysis.

The salient contributions of this paper are threefold:

(a) We introduce models to describe the dependencies in
the running collaborations and to abstract large pools of
computing resources.

(b) We propose a framework for HCUs reliability analysis.
(c) We present an implementation of a tool for simulating

collaborative human-based and machine-based computing
and analyzing the reliability of the composed HCUs.

Furthermore, we verify our approach by presenting some
reliability analyses using infrastructure maintenance use cases
and we simulate and study the variability of the reliability that
may be gained by employing different scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the notion of HCU and our motivation. In Section III,
we present models as a basis for our reliability analysis.
Section IV discusses the HCU reliability analysis framework.
Section V presents the prototype implementation and experi-
ments to exemplify the HCU reliability analysis. Section VI
discusses some related works. Finally, Section VII concludes
the paper.
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Fig. 1: Infrastructure Maintenance Scenario

II. MOTIVATION

A. Background - Hybrid Compute Units

In a hybrid collaboration, a collective consisting of diverse
compute units is composed to execute a complex computing
task, i.e., a task that requires active collaboration of humans
assisted by machines or software services, given by a consumer
process or application. This notion of HCU collective (or
HCU for short) constitutes a construct for loosely coupled,
and nimble group of human-based and machine-based compute
units, which can be composed, deployed, and dissolved on-
demand.

The manifestation of HCUs can be seen in various comput-
ing systems. For example, human-based services, either stand-
alone or collaborative, can be utilized in a mixed orchestration
with software-based services as people activities in business
processes, e.g., [1], [12]. In the cloud, we have also seen
various sources of human-based compute units, such as crowd-
sourcing marketplaces, e.g., [13], [2], and social networks,
e.g., [14], [15] being utilized as pools of active compute
units. The machine-based counter part, such as software-based
services, can be provisioned in-house or on-demand from the
cloud, for example using cloud based service composition tech-
niques, [16]. Furthermore, diverse collaborative compute units
are also utilized in new methodologies for solving complex
problems that requires both human knowledge and machine
capabilities, such as in smart-city management, traffic control,
and urban planning [17], [18].

Many factors affect the reliability of an HCU. The relia-
bility of the underlying resources, as well as the dependencies
among them are some of the main factors. Moreover, unlike
the traditional reliability analysis, which deals with a priori
knowledge of a defined set of units with a certain structure [4],
in HCU we deal with on-demand provisioning of dynamic
collaboration collectives that may have different compositions
for each instances. Hence, different provisioning strategies may
yield different reliability of the system.

B. Motivating Scenario

To motivate the importance of the reliability analysis for
HCUs, we discuss a scenario where a collaborative system
for infrastructure maintenance is utilized in smart-buildings or
smart-cities. The system can be employed, for example, by

a corporation for maintaining large building complexes. The
maintenance is conducted pro-actively by analyzing a possible
facility breakdown as shown in Fig. 1. For this system to work,
sensors are installed on the monitored facilities to capture
occurring events, which are streamed through sensor networks
to a data processing center running stream analytics.

In many cases, installing sensors on every facilities is not
always feasible and adequate. One traditional way to handle
this issue is to send dedicated inspectors for regular inspec-
tions. However, such approach can be in-effective for a large
maintenance area. Therefore, collaborative citizens are also
engaged for revealing issues in places where hardware sensors
are not feasible. These so-called human sensing services are
coordinated by a human-based computing platform, e.g., a
crowdsourcing platform. This platform generates human-based
tasks, such as data collections and assessments, and dissemi-
nates the tasks to the participating citizens according to their
availabilities and locations. An example of such crowdsourcing
system has been presented in CrowdSC platform [18]. For
places where citizen participations are high, we may no longer
need to employ professional inspectors. Hence, the provision-
ing of human-based collaborations can be made on-demand.

In this scenario, we can define an HCU as a set of
collaborative compute units for detecting a particular facility
breakdown, which is fulfilled from the available resources
pools. Hence, an HCU for a particular building may consist of
a set of sensors, participating citizens who live or work in the
building, a standby dedicated inspector, and a stream analytic
service. In this context, HCUs are said to be reliable when
they correctly detect breakdowns.

Here, a reliability analysis is very important and useful for
improving the reliability of the collaboration. For example,
we can use the reliability analysis to identify whether the
increase of citizen participations due to particular incentives is
really beneficial. Also, we can identify which HCU formation
strategy is more effective to obtain more reliable HCUs.

C. Research Problems

a) Background and Scopes: In machine-based compu-
tation, failures are typically caused by natural- or design-
faults [4]. However, for human compute units the nature of
the faults is different. Humans are prone to execution error [5].
When a human performs a task, it is natural he/she performs
an error, which leads to failure. Also, same tasks executed by
the same worker on different times may give different results.

In general, reliability models can be categorized into black
box and white box models [4]. For human compute units, it is
complex to model the internal functioning of a human work
using a white box model. Black box models, such as based
on interpolation or parameter estimation using historical data,
can be used for predicting the individual reliability. Various
influencing factors, such as trust, skills, connectedness of the
collaboration, as well as past success rates, may affect the
reliability of individuals. However, problems may arise for a
new unit with no historical data. To this issue we point to
approaches for predicting reliability based on similarity such
as found in [19]. Our work presented in this paper focuses on
the issues of the reliability analysis for mix human-machine



collaborations using black-box models with a priori known
factors.

b) Problem 1: Traditionally, the notion of reliability is
expressed as a function in a continuous time space. However,
for human-based computing, this approach is not suitable,
since most human-based compute units do not operate con-
tinuously. For HCUs, where human-based compute units are
involved, we need to model the reliability on a task basis. In
Section III-A, we discuss this issue.

c) Problem 2: The reliability of a system depends
largely on the inter-dependencies between its elements. In
HCUs, the dependencies can be inferred explicitly from the
process model, e.g., a workflow, if it is available. However, in
many cases the collaboration inside an HCU can be ad hoc.
Hence, we need a model to describe the dependency in an
HCU in a more agile and flexible way. We approach this issue
in Section III-B and use it for HCUs reliability analysis in
Section IV.

d) Problem 3: With the advent of the cloud computing,
the provisioning of both machine-based and human-based
compute units can be made on-demand from a virtually large
pool of available resources [20]. In most cases, when a failure
occurred on a running unit, another unit can be selected from
the cloud to replace. The reliability analysis for cloud-based
HCUs must take into account this provisioning model. We
propose a solution for this issue in Section IV-A2.

III. MODELS

A. Reliability of Individual Units

a) Reliability of Machine-Based Units: Measuring the
reliability of machine-based units is a well-researched prob-
lem [21], [22], [23]. Generally, it can be summarized as fol-
lows. Let T be a continuous random variable that represents the
time elapsed until the first failure occurs. And let f(t) be the
probability density function of T , and F (t) be the cumulative
distribution function of T . Traditionally, F (t) represents the
unreliability of the system, i.e., the probability that the system
fails in time interval [0, t]. The reliability, R(t), of the unit is
the complement of F (t), i.e., R(t) = 1− F (t) [21].

b) Reliability of Human-Based Units: In human-based
tasks, we do not deal with the exact time when a particular
human-based compute unit fails, instead we are more interested
in whether a particular task execution is likely successful.
Furthermore, in the execution of human-based tasks, the active
execution time of the human-based compute units is not
continuous, i.e., people may take a break, eat, and sleep.
Therefore, in our model, we approach the reliability of human-
based compute units using a discrete time space.

Let K be a discrete random variable which represents
the number of consecutive successful task executions by a
particular human-based compute units until a first failure
occurs. Let f(k) be the probability density function of K
which also represents the probability of the first failure occurs
at k-th task execution. Let F (k) be the cumulative distribution
function of K. F (k) represents the unreliability of the human-
based compute unit, i.e., the probability that the unit fails at
least once in execution [1, k]. The reliability, R(k), defines the

reliability of the human-based compute units for the execution
of all k tasks. Hence, we have

f(k) = Pr(K = k)
= Pr{taskk fails | task1, task2, ...taskk−1 succeed}.

(1)

Depending on the problem domain and the underlying
human-computing systems, different discrete distributions can
then be employed to define f(k). Note that the distribution
parameters of such failure probability may also dynamically
change from time to time, e.g., due to human skill evo-
lutions [24]. To exemplify this model, in our experiments
described in Section V-B, we approach f(k) using a geometric
distribution with non-dynamic parameters.

This model extends models proposed in human reliability
analysis and task quality measurement techniques, e.g., [5],
[6], [7], [8], [11], where the reliability property, e.g., with
respect to the failure/success probability, can be taken for
granted. However, instead of using only a single value of
failure/success probability for the next human task execution,
our model allows the estimation of the reliability as a cumu-
lative probability of failure/success within a set of consecutive
task executions. Hence, together with the traditional reliability
measurement of machine-based units we could derive the
reliability of HCUs in a discrete time space.

B. Collective Dependencies

Members of an HCU depend on each others in order to
collaborate effectively. When running a particular task, each
member units participate in a certain role by executing the
assigned activity. In our work, we propose a model based on
the the dependencies among units while performing activities
to define the interrelationships between units.

To define these dependencies, we introduce the notion
of inter-dependent collective activities (c-activities for short)
on which participating roles perform their actions. Each c-
activities provides a deliverable that can be consumed by
other c-activities. Hence, each c-activity depends on all of its
dependencies so that it can be successfully accomplished. Fur-
thermore, we also introduce alternate dependencies, where a c-
activity can be accomplished after at least n of its dependencies
have provided the required deliverables.

We define a collective dependency graph as an acyclic
graph G = (A, E), where A is the set of c-activities executed
by the HCU, and E is the set of dependencies between c-
activities in A. Furthermore, for each c-activity we define the
roles associated to the c-activity, and for each role we define
the units assignments. Similarly with an alternate dependency,
an alternate assignment can also be defined, where at least m
assigned units must successfully perform the role.

The mechanism to obtain the collective dependency for a
particular system is domain-specific. The application designer
can define the collective dependency from the ground up, but
it can also more practically be implied from the application
design. For example, in a process-based application, such de-
pendency can be inferred from the workflow. In a crowsdource-
based application, the dependency can be deduced from the
relationships between the microtasks, e.g., [25].
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Fig. 2: Collective Dependency

Returning to our previous scenario in infrastructure main-
tenance, in Fig. 2 we show an example of a collective depen-
dency for detecting facility breakdown as well as the associated
roles and possible units assignments. As we will show later,
this collective dependency is useful to obtain the execution
spanning tree for reliability analysis (Section IV-B2).

C. Reliability of HCU Collective

We define the reliability of an HCU as the reliability of
the task execution performed by the HCU, i.e., the probability
that the HCU successfully execute tasks. As discussed in the
following section, the reliability of an HCU to execute a task
depends on the reliability of the individual units involved
and the structure of the HCU represented by the collective
dependency.

IV. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

Here we present a framework that provides features to
evaluate the reliability of HCUs. The goal of our framework
is to measure the reliability of the system consisting HCU
instances to execute tasks. More specifically, given a set of
k consecutive tasks T = {t1, t2, ..., tk}, we measure the
reliability of all HCUi provisioned by the system to execute
ti ∈ T . This framework takes the following as inputs: the
profiles of the units [9] to determine their individual reliability
(Section III-A), and the collective dependency of the task
type (Section III-B). Our proposed analysis approach yields
the reliability of HCUs provided by the system to execute
a particular task type. We retain the aggregation analysis to
measure the overall system reliability for various task types as
a future work.

A. System Overview

1) HCU Provisioning: In hybrid collaborations, we deal
with HCUs provisioned on-demand to execute tasks. Here we
introduce a generic HCU provisioning model, as shown in
Fig. 3, upon which we could perform a reliability analysis.
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Fig. 3: HCU Provisioning Overview

The requested task contains a set of required roles, Rolex,
which need to be fulfilled. Each roles execute certain c-
activities for the task, Actx, according to the collective de-
pendency described in Section III-B. For each role, a set of
requirements, Reqx, can be defined to guide the provisioning
of the units. For example, the requirements may contain a
set of qualifications for discovering units. Qualified units are
composed to form an HCU to fulfill each roles defined in
the task request. Our previous work in [20] discusses some
methodologies for this composition.

Units qualified to perform a particular role are discovered
from diverse resources pools. These discovered units may
represent a static set of resources, e.g., in the case of in-house
provisioning. However, in the case of on-demand provision-
ing, e.g., cloud-based services provisioning or crowdsourced
human-based units provisioning, the discovered units represent
a set of virtually standby units, V SUx (Section IV-A2), which
can be assigned to a particular role on-demand.

2) Virtual Standby Units: One of the main challenges in a
cloud-based hybrid collaboration is to deal with large numbers
of units. For example, the number of people participating in
a crowdsourcing platform can be very large (e.g., in a smart
city). However, since HCUs are task-oriented and provisioned
on-demand, we can abstract these large pools of units that will
likely be included in the assembled HCU. We call these sets
of units as Virtual Standby Units (VSUs). Hence, an VSU is
a subset of the units pool consisting units qualified to perform
a particular role.

With this approach, only compute units providing resources



required for the process of concern are considered for analysis.
However, the construction of VSUs should consider not only
static profiles, but also the dynamic changes of functional
and non-functional properties of the units. For example, in
our infrastructure maintenance scenario, we may want to
analyze the reliability of the facility sensing capability against
a particular building at a particular time slot; therefore, we can
utilize the participants profiles such as time availability and
location history to decide whether he/she should be included
in the VSU for that particular task.

More formally, let t be a task with a set of functional
and non-functional requirements Rt. Given a set of all units
U , we can define the VSU for t as V SUt = {ui|ui ∈
U ∧ Sim(Rt,Pui)}, where Pui is the profile of ui, and Sim
is a predicate representing a similarity match. Details of the
similarity matching are domain-specific and beyond the scope
of this paper. An example of such matching is provided in [26].

B. Reliability Calculation

We employ the following procedures to estimate the relia-
bility of HCUs:

1) We calculate the reliability of individual units based on
their profiles (see Section III-A).

2) We determine the reliability for each group of units
assigned for a particular role. The assigned groups of units
can be in the form of static sets of units (or a single unit)
or in the form of virtual standby units (VSUs).

3) We calculate the reliability of the executions of task
instances for a particular task type based on the reliability
of the group of units assigned for each task roles.

In the following we discuss these procedures in detail.

1) Reliability of Role Assignments: Before we can measure
the reliability of the task executions, we need to measure
the reliability of the units assigned for a particular role. The
reliability for each role assignments in an HCU is defined
according to the reliability of the set of units assigned for
the role. The member units of a role can be fulfilled either (i)
from a static set of units (e.g., as in Role Stream Analyzer, Role
Human Computing Platform, Role Infrastructure Manager, and
Role Communication Provider in Fig. 2) or (ii) from an VSU
(e.g., as in Role Collector, Role Assessor, and Role Sensors).

a) Reliability of Static Sets of Units: A static set of units
may employ only a single unit (simplex), or a certain basic
structure such as the parallel structure, where we distribute a
task in parallel and expect at least one unit returns a result,
or the series structure, where we expect all assigned units
provide results correctly. A more complex structure can also
be formed from these basic structures. A static set of units
may also employ a static redundancy for masking faults. One
of well-known approaches for a static redundancy is the M-
of-N redundancy, which consists of N units and requires at
least M of them to function properly. For example, in human-
based computing, this M-of-N redundancy can be in the form
of assignments of the same task role to N people, where we
expect at least M people provide the correct result reliably.
The calculation of the reliability of such static structures are
well known and can be found in [23].

b) Reliability of VSUs: When a role of a task is fulfilled
using units from an VSU, it resembles the structure of a set
of active units accompanied by standby spare units. If any
of the active units fails, a standby unit is activated for a
replacement. This resilience approach is traditionally called
hybrid redundancy (or simply dynamic redundancy when only
a single unit is active), where we dynamically detect (or
predict) faults and reconfigure the structure of the running
HCU to correct (or anticipate) the faults. In this case, we also
need to take the reliability of the detection and reconfiguration
component into account.

If the active units from an VSU are assembled to use M-
of-N redundancy approach, we would need at least M units to
function properly. Let L be the number of standby spare units,
the reliability of the VSU is given by the probability that at
least M units out of L + N units are functioning correctly.
Hence, given the reliability of the detection and reconfiguration
component RDR and the uniform reliability of each units Ru
the reliability of an VSU is given by

RV SU = RDR ·
L+N∑
i=M

(
L+N

i

)
Riu (1−Ru)

L+N−i
.

For non-uniform Ru, an analytical probability calculation
based on each individual unit reliability can be performed.

2) Reliability of Task Executions: When an HCU is as-
sembled, its assigned units form a configuration that fulfills a
set of required dependencies as defined by the task’s collective
dependency model. Due to the flexibility of HCUs, i.e., defined
by alternate dependencies and alternate assignments in the
collective dependency model, different HCU configurations
may be composed for different task instances. We use the
concept of execution spanning tree (EST) to identify various
possible HCU configurations for the task type.

We define that an EST contains the inter-dependent static
sets of units and/or VSUs such that its vertices (the static sets
of units/the VSUs) are capable to execute a set of required
c-activities. That is, given a collective dependency graph G =
(A, E) and static sets of units/VSUs V , we can have an EST
S = (V ′, E ′), where V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ is the dependency of V ′
according to E , such that V ′ and E ′ encompass one possible
alternative dependency set in G.

To obtain ESTs, we could derive the dependencies between
the units from the collective dependency. Algorithm 1 presents
a procedure to transform a collective dependency into a set of
ESTs. For example, let the sensors (Se), citizens (Cz), and
inspectors (In) in our infrastructure maintenance scenario are
constituted as VSUs, and both citizens and inspectors may
provide services for collector (Coll) and assessor (Asses)
roles, hence we have the following VSUs: V SUSe, V SUCollCz ,
V SUAssesCz , V SUCollIn , V SUAssesIn . Let us assume that the
Infrastructure Management Platform (IMP ), the Stream An-
alytic Server (SAS), the Human-based Computing Platform
(HCP ), and Sensors Network (SN ) are static sets of units.
Then, given a collective dependency graph in Fig. 2, we can
obtain a set of possible ESTs as follows:

• IMP, SAS, V SUSe, SN

• IMP,HCP, V SUCollCz , V SUAssesCz



Algorithm 1 EST Generation Algorithm
1: function GENERATEEST(dependencyGraph)
2: ESTList← ∅
3: for all root ∈ dependencyGraph.getRoots() do
4: est← GENERATE(root)
5: ESTList← COMBINE(ESTList, est)

6: return ESTList
7:
8: function GENERATE(node)
9: ESTList← node.generateResourcesEST ()

10: for all branch ∈ node.getBranches() do
11: if branch.isAlternating() then
12: childESTList← ∅
13: for all altNode ∈ branch.getAltNodes() do
14: alternateEST ← GENERATE(altNode)
15: childESTList.add(alternateEST )

16: else
17: branchNone← branch.getNode()
18: childESTList← GENERATE(branchNone)

19: ESTList← COMBINE(ESTList, childESTList)

20: return ESTList
21:
22: function COMBINE(list1, list2)
23: if list1 = ∅ then
24: return list2
25: else if list2 = ∅ then
26: return list2
27: else
28: resultList← ∅
29: for all s1 ∈ list1 do
30: for all s2 ∈ list2 do
31: resultList.add(s1 + s2)

32: return resultList

• IMP,HCP, V SUCollCz , V SUAssesIn

• IMP,HCP, V SUCollIn , V SUAssesCz

• IMP,HCP, V SUCollIn , V SUAssesIn

For an HCU to execute a task reliably, at least one EST
must successfully accomplish the task. The failures of all
possible ESTs result to the failure of the HCU to execute the
task. Therefore, given a task t and its set of EST St, we can
define the reliability to execute the task t, Rt, as the probably
of having at least one EST of St working properly:

Rt = Pr{∃EST,EST ∈ St ∧ EST works properly}.

Let Ei be the event that ESTi ∈ St operates properly, then
the reliability to execute the task t is given by

Rt = Pr


|St|⋃
i=1

Ei

 . (2)

The calculation of probability of such events should con-
sider the fact that Ei may be correlated, i.e., the inclusion of
VSUs in ESTs are not exclusive. Several works, e.g., [27],
[28], propose some techniques to calculate such probability.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation

We have prototyped our reliability framework and inte-
grated it into our platform, Runtime and Analytics for Hybrid
Computing Systems (RAHYMS) 1. This platform is open-
sourced and implemented using Java and provides tools for
simulating hybrid collaboration based on GridSim toolkit [29].

The platform features the following capabilities:

• Simulate a pool of machine-based and human-based
compute units with statistically distributed profiles,
e.g., to resemble a crowdsourcing marketplace or a
social network.

• Simulate the generation of task requests with their
associated requirements, e.g., skill requirements, cost
limit, deadline, and units’ connectedness.

• Provide various strategies for the formation of HCUs.
Several formation strategies are provided based on
our previous work [20], e.g., greedy approach, and
optimized formations using Ant Colony Optimization.
Further formation strategies can be implemented and
plugged into the platform.

• Provide a tool for performing reliability analysis on
the running HCU, which can then be aggregated to
represent overall system’s reliability.

The tool can be configured using user-defined JSON con-
figurations, which allow different scenarios to be simulated.
These configurations can be specified to govern the generation
of the pool of compute units with profiles that are statistically
distributed. For example, in the infrastructure maintenance
scenarios as depicted in Fig. 1, we simulate a pool of citi-
zens participating in the process for detecting infrastructure
breakdown. In this process, some citizens can be nominated to
have data collection capability while others may be credited
for their assessment skills. Fig. 4 shows a snippet of a
configuration for generating citizens as compute units, which
provide DataAssessment service and have a set of generated
skills and properties.

Also, configurations for the tasks generator allow cus-
tomization of the task requests, e.g., to define roles and
collective dependencies. They can also be used to define statis-
tically distributed functional and non-functional requirements
of the tasks. During the formation of the HCU collective for
executing the task, these requirements will be matched with
the profiles of the generated compute units. We include some
pre-configured scenarios in the above-mentioned source code
repository.

B. Experiments

In the following, we apply our model by exemplifying
some reliability analyses on different scenarios. Our goal here
is to show how our model can be used to measure the reliability
of task executions, Rtask, and how we can get insights from
the reliability analysis. The purpose of this experiment is not to
model a true-to-life scenario. However, we want to show how

1https://github.com/tuwiendsg/RAHYMS



Fig. 4: Configuration snippet for units generator

our tool can be used to model and tune different scenarios,
and how the reliability analysis can be used as a feedback for
improvements.

In our experiments, we use the infrastructure maintenance
scenario as depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. We define the task
in our experiments as the task for sensing facility breakdown.
Each instantiation of a task is implicitly associated with an
occurring breakdown event. A task execution is said to be
successful when the breakdown is correctly detected.

Without loss of generality, in this experiments we model
the probability of failed executions of each individual unit
in discrete time space using the geometric distribution. Let p
be the failure probability of executions by an individual unit.
Assuming that p is constant and independent of the execution
time, we could have

f(k) = (1− p)k−1p , and
F (k) = 1− (1− p)k , therefore
R(k) = (1− p)k.

(3)

An estimation of the distribution parameter p can be
derived from the task execution data of each individual units.
For a known unit u, let e = e1, e2, ..., en be a set of result
execution samples. The value of ei may be a binary, 1 for
a successful execution and 0 for a failure execution, or a
floating number [0..1], which represents the result quality of
the execution. The distribution parameter p of unit u can be
estimated by

p̂u = 1−
∑n
i=1 ei
n

. (4)

a) Experiments Setup: Assuming the Infrastructure
Management Platform (IMP ), the Stream Analytic Server
(SAS), the Human-based Computing Platform (HCP ), and
Sensors Network (SN ) are static sets of units (Fig. 2), we

Scenarios Goals: to study Configurations Variants
Exp. 1 reliability

changes
over time or
executions

Ncitizens = 200
Ninspectors = 10
Nsensors = 50
p̄citizens = 0.3
p̄inspectors = 0.05
λ̄sensors = 0.02
λDR = 0.001

k = [1..10000]

Exp. 2 effect of
different sizes of
resources pools
on reliability

p̄citizens = 0.3
p̄inspectors = 0.05
λ̄sensors = 0.02
λDR = 0.001
k = 2500

Ncitizens = [0..300]
Ninspectors = [0..20]
Nsensors = [0..250]

Exp. 3 effect of
different HCU
formation strate-
gies on reliabil-
ity

Ncitizens = 200
Ninspectors = 10
Nsensors = 50
p̄citizens = 0.3
p̄inspectors = 0.05
λ̄sensors = 0.02
λDR = 0.001
k = 2500

strategies:
- uniform distribution
- fastest response
- greedy (cost optimized)

TABLE I: Experiment scenarios

focus our experiments on studying the variability of VSUs
configuration of machine-based sensors, as-well-as human
citizens, and human inspectors in fulfilling sensor, collector,
and assessor roles. Citizens and inspectors may be assigned to
the collector and assessor role, while machine-based sensors
are assigned to fulfill the sensor role. Each machine unit
(i.e., a sensor) has a randomly generated continuous failure
rate λ, and the reliability at a particular time t is given by
R(t) = e−λt [21]. Each human unit (i.e., a citizen or an
inspector) has a randomly generated probability of failure p,
and the reliability at a particular execution k can be measured
using Equation 3. We perform three sets of experiments to
study different aspects of reliability in HCUs with different
configurations as shown in Table I. These experiments are
discussed as follows.

b) Experiment 1: In this experiment, we study how
the reliability of the task executions changes over time. We
generate a fix number of units and generate statistically dis-
tributed failure probabilities and failure rates for each units
as shown in Table I. We employ fix reliability configurations:
for citizens, when they are assigned to a task, at least 2 of
3 assigned citizens must be working properly; for inspectors
and sensors, we require only 1 working unit. We simulate the
detection and reconfiguration of faulty units using software-
based components with a failure rate λDR = 0.001. We
generate 10,000 tasks with a task rate of 30 tasks per time
unit. For each task instance, members of the VSUs are then
assigned and activated for executing the task.

During the experiment we measure the average reliability
of individual units, as well as the reliability of VSUs and the
aggregated reliability of the task executions, Rtask (given by
equation 2), as shown in Fig. 5. The reliability of VSUs are
affected by the number of units as well as the reliability of each
units. RV SUcollectors is higher than RV SUassessors because in
our experiments the number of generated units qualified for
doing data collection task is around 50% more than the the
number of data assessment qualified units. Furthermore, the
average reliability of sensor units is calculated as a function
of t; hence, the slope of its reliability is also affected by the
task rate, here (as well as in other experiments) we use t = k

30 ,
i.e., 30 tasks per time unit.
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Fig. 5: Reliability on task executions, R(k)

The reliability of VSUs are significantly higher then the
average reliability of individual units, since VSUs employ
dynamic/hybrid redundancy. The reliability of any computing
systems always decreases over time. However, the decrement
slope of an VSU is not as steep as its individual units. On
low k value, the reliability of the whole system and VSUs
are mainly affected by RDR. In fact, in this setup if we
simulate a perfect detection and reconfiguration component,
i.e., λDR = 0, we will have Rtask ' 1 until k ≈ 1000. And
Rtask will drop below the average reliability of all individual
units when λDR > 0.0058.

Therefore, to design reliable HCUs, we posit that the
application designer should pay attention not only to the
reliability of individual units, but also consider the structure
of standby units, e.g., how they can be effectively discovered,
and also the size of the available standby units. Furthermore,
it is also important to design a highly reliable detection and
reconfiguration component, otherwise the redundancy structure
of the standby units will render useless.

c) Experiment 2: Compute units in HCUs may come
from different pools of resources with varying quality and
sizes. Our next experiments study how Rtask is affected by
the size of resources pools. Such experiments may assist the
resource platform providers to decide whether adding more
resources is beneficial to improve the reliability of the HCUs.

We use the same values of p and λ, and employ the
similar reliability configurations as the previous experiments.
We experiment with 2500 generated tasks, i.e., k = 2500.
Fig. 6 depicts how Rtask changes with the varying number of
citizens, inspectors, and sensors.

In these figures we can see that Rtask values have upper
limits due to the fact that other unit types (as well as other
static components) are not being improved. By studying these
Rtask, we could recognize the sweet spots on which adding
more units could effectively increase Rtask. For example, the
increment of the number of citizens between 80 to 220 on our
setup effectively improve Rtask, while adding more citizen
units beyond 220 is fruitless. Hence, the importance of adding
more units to increase the reliability (e.g., recruiting more
citizens) must be balanced out with the recruitment cost.

As shown on Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, the effect on Rtask is
greatly determined by the failure rate or failure probability. We
require less additional recruitments of inspectors to improve
the reliability due to p̄inspectors � p̄citizens. However, the
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(c) Reliability on varying number of sensors

Fig. 6: Reliability on varying size of resources pools

structure of the corresponding VSUs also impacts the changes
of Rtask. In our setup, the role of the dedicated inspectors
in V SUcollectors and V SUassessors can also be replaced by
citizens. Hence, we don’t need many inspectors additions,
compared to sensors additions, to improve Rtask.

d) Experiment 3: Different systems may employ dif-
ferent strategies for the formation of HCUs collaboration,
which eventually affect the reliability of the HCUs as well
as their non-functional properties. Here we experiment with
three formation strategies: (i) the uniform distribution strategy,
where the tasks are uniformly assigned to qualified units, (ii)
the fastest response strategy, where the tasks are assigned to
the qualified units that provide fastest response times (e.g.,
depending on the unit’s job queue and performance rating),
and (iii) the greedy strategy, where we employ a greedy
optimization algorithm to minimize the execution cost of the
HCU [20]. The performance rating and the execution cost of
each individual unit are statistically distributed during units
generation based on the generator configurations.
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Fig. 7: Reliability on different HCU formation strategies

HCU Formation Strategies avg(cost) avg(response times)

Uniform distribution 7.20 13.585
Fastest response 7.92 11.775
Greedy (cost-optimized) 6.60 12.276

TABLE II: HCU cost and response times

We use similar configurations as in the first experiment
with 5000 tasks. As we can see on Fig. 7, the reliability of
the fastest response strategy and the greedy (cost-optimized)
strategy are similar. However, we observe that the reliability
of the uniform distribution strategy is lower than the other two,
especially on higher k. This is due to the fact that the fastest
response strategy and the greedy (cost-optimized) strategy tend
to select a particular set of units with better performance rating
and cheaper cost, respectively; hence, they yield more standby
units with less utilization. On the individual level, a unit with
less utilization has a higher reliability for the next assigned
task, i.e., for each unit i, Ri(ki) > Ri(ki+x), ∀x ∈ R | x > 0.
Therefore, the reliability of the VSUs will also be higher, and
consequently that yields higher HCU reliability.

Furthermore, different HCU formation strategies also result
different non-functional properties of the formed HCU. In
Table II, we show the average cost and response time of the
HCUs obtained from the three strategies. Here, the cost is
defined as the sum of the execution cost of all members units
in each HCU, while the response time is defined as the duration
since the task is assigned to the created HCU until all members
units of the HCU finish their roles. In these experiments, the
greedy (cost-optimized) strategy provides 16.70% and 8.35%
cheaper HCUs compared to the fastest response strategy and to
the uniform distribution strategy respectively. For the response
time, the HCUs provided by the fastest response strategy
perform the tasks 13.32% and 4.08% faster compared to the
HCUs provided by the uniform distribution strategy and the
greedy (cost-optimized) strategy respectively.

Each problem domain has its own requirements with
respect to the non-functional properties. Such analysis with
different HCU formation strategies help application designers
to decide the desirable trade-offs between the reliability and
other non-functional properties gained by certain strategies.

VI. RELATED WORK

a) Quality-Aware Human-Based Computing: The qual-
ity control has become one of the challenging obstacles in the
human-based computing, especially in the advent of crowd-
sourcing models [9]. Many approaches have been proposed
to improve the reliability of human-based computing systems,
especially with respect to the quality of results, e.g., [30], [31],
[11], [30]. These works deal with the reliability-improving
approaches for simple tasks that can be assigned to individuals.

Our work focuses on more complex tasks executed by a
collective of humans and machines, and how to measure the
reliability of the task execution.

In the context of processes with human tasks, several
techniques have been proposed to measure reliability property.
In [7] and [8], the authors proposed a mathematical model to
compute the quality of services by applying reduction rules to
a workflow until an atomic task is obtained. This value only
provides an estimation of reliability for the next task execution,
while our approach provides a mechanism to estimate the
reliability in a discrete time space. Furthermore, our framework
allows reliability analysis for hybrid compute units obtained
from a large pool of resources.

b) Reliability of Human Resources: Several techniques
for Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) have been developed
in other disciplines such as safety and ergonomic engineering
using a probabilistic model, e.g., [5], or using a cognitive
theory, e.g., [6]. More advance approaches, e.g., [32], pro-
pose techniques to measure human performance reliability in
real-time and on-line manner. Several works have also been
conducted to formally model human behavior in computing
systems, e.g., [33]. In our proposed framework, we use a tech-
nique to measure the reliability of individual units on a task-
basis using probability distributions with certain parameters.
These parameters can be obtained from these HRA techniques.

c) Reliability of Large Scale Systems: Research on
the reliability of large scale systems, such as grid systems,
e.g., [28], [34], and cloud services, e.g., [35], [36], has gained
a lot of interest. These works proposed some models to
analyze the reliability of hardware and software systems and
proposed techniques to improve systems’ fault tolerance. Some
algorithms have also been proposed, e.g., [27], [28], to solve
non-trivial reliability equations as discussed in Section IV-B2.

Several techniques have also been proposed to improve
the reliability of large scale systems. For example, in [37], a
combination of game-theoretic approach and classical voting
approach is proposed to improve the reliability of Internet-
based master-worker computations, so that to enable a master
to reliably obtain a result despite of the coexistence of unreli-
able workers.

To the best of our knowledge, currently there are no
published works that provide models for the reliability analysis
of hybrid human-machine systems as proposed in this paper.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present our approach to analyze the reli-
ability of collaborations that consists of human- and machine-
based compute units to execute tasks. Our framework is capa-
ble to deal with the reliability measurement of collaboration
collectives, i.e., Hybrid Compute Units (HCUs), which are
dynamically provisioned on-demand using various strategies
from large-scale Internet-based human and machine resources
pools. We first discuss models for measuring the reliability of
individual units on a task basis. Then we present the underlying
models of HCUs. Based on these models we propose a
framework to measure the reliability of HCU.

Our approach centers around the structure of collaborations
modeled using the collective dependency. Such dependency



can be defined by the application designer from the ground
up, or it can also be inferred from the application design, e.g.,
from the workflow structure. This implies that our approach
is suitable for collaborations that have known structures. We
retain problems of analyzing the reliability of unstructured
collaborations as future works.

We present our HCU simulation tool, and exemplify our
reliability analysis approach using infrastructure maintenance
scenarios. The results of our experiments show that our
framework is beneficial for hybrid collaborative application
stakeholders, e.g., application designers, resource providers,
and task owners, to measure the reliability of the collaborations
and to obtain insights for improving the collaboration quality.
Although our tool currently focuses on off-line reliability
simulation, we aim to have an online reliability measurement
tool based on the proposed reliability analysis framework.

Our work presented in this paper is part of our ongoing
research on dependable hybrid human-machine computing.
Future works include modeling other dependability metrics
such as availability, performance, and quality of results.
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